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2 Hello Delegates,
My name is Claire Hodges, and I am delighted to be your director for the NGO Global Assembly
2020: Response to Typhoon Mekkhala. I have been a part of Model United Nations for almost
eleven years, having competed in Assembly, Specialized, and Crisis committees across the
circuit from middle school to college, and having served in almost every staff or executive
position, including as the Secretary-General of GatorMUN XVI last year! However, this is my first
(and last) time as a director, and I am so excited to work with you all to bring this long-standing
committee idea to fruition. While I consider myself a dedicated General Assembly (GA) delegate,
Specialized committees are always my favorite and the most interesting. This committee will
operate under the formal parliamentary procedure of GAs, while providing delegates with
the opportunities to explore a specific region of the world and a topic totally unique to this
committee.
I am a senior here at the University of Florida, finishing a double-major in sustainability and
international studies, with a minor in mathematics. I spent a semester studying abroad in
Thailand, taking classes in Environmental Security and Southeast Asian Diplomacy, as well as Thai
culture and language (and cooking!). I chose to direct a committee focused on Southeast Asia, to
highlight a region of the world that is incredibly distinct and diverse, as well as underrepresented
on the global sphere.
Regardless of the field or career that you pursue, everyone will have to deal with the realities of
a globalized world. Many of you who hope to work in international affairs will either work for or
with NGOs. As those of you who have been in a MUN GA committee before know, NGOs are
included in almost every resolution. The United Nations relies on partnerships with NGOs to fulfill
many of its mandates and missions. However, it is one thing to name-drop NGOs as part of a
grand solution, and another thing to implement these policies and plans on the ground.
While this committee operates with a fantasy typhoon, it is heavily grounded in reality. Every
aspect of this committee is designed to showcase the realities of situations like these, as they will
continue to increase in prominence and frequency with the advent of climate change. “Mekkhala”
means “Angel of Thunder” in Thai, and while typhoon names rotates approximately every six
years, this angel has returned in only five years, due to the predicted increased frequency of
typhoons as a result of climate change. Any solutions that you all create must include both shortterm plans to deal with the large-scale devastation caused by Typhoon Mekkhala, as well as longterm plans that creatively deal with rebuilding, sustainable development, and preparing for and/
or preventing a situation like this.
Please approach this committee in a practical, technical, and political mindset. Research current
theories for NGO management, cooperation, and coordination; study techniques for postdisaster reconstruction and sustainable development; think critically of the role of NGOs in the
global sphere and how this can or should change in the future. Delegates should exemplify
diplomacy and cooperation above all else. If you have any further questions, please contact me
by emailing GatorMUN@gmail.com.
Good luck, or
Best,

Claire Hodges

Director, NGO Assembly 2020: Response to Typhoon Mekkhala

Quorum

Rules of Procedure

A majority of voting members answering to the roll at each session shall constitute a quorum for
that session. This means that half plus one of all voting members are physically present. Quorum
will be assumed consistent unless questioned through a Point of Order. Delegates may request
to be noted as “Present” or “Present and Voting.”

Motion to Open Debate

This opens the floor for debate, allowing other points or motions. This motion requires a simple
majority to pass.

Motion to Open the Speaker’s List

This motion requires a simple majority to pass. A delegate may only be present on the Speaker’s
List once, but may re-enter after he/she has spoken, by sending a note to the dais. If the Speaker’s List expires, debate closes.

Motion to Set Speaking Time

Speaking Time must be indicated by this motion from the floor before any members of the body
may speak on the Speaker’s List. This motion must also accompany any motion for a Moderated Caucus. In a Motion to Set Speaking Time for the formal Speaker’s List, a delegate may also
specify a number of questions or comments to automatically affix to the Speaking Time. These
designated questions or comments may also have Speaking Time or Response Time (in the case
of a question) limits, but these are not required. The Director may rule any Motion to Set Speaking Time dilatory. This motion requires a simple majority. Any delegate may make this motion
between formal speakers in an effort to change the Speaking Time.

Motion to Close the Speaker’s List

The Speaker’s List may be closed upon a motion from the floor. Permission to speak will be accorded to one speaker for and one speaker against, and a two-thirds majority is required for the
motion to pass.

Motion to Suspend the Rules for the Purpose of a Moderated
Caucus

This motion must include three specifications: length of the caucus, speaking time, and reason
for the caucus. During a moderated caucus, delegates will be called on to speak by the Committee Director. Delegates will raise their placards to be recognized. Delegates must maintain
the same degree of decorum throughout a Moderated Caucus as in formal debate. This motion
requires a simple majority to pass.

Motion to Suspend the Rules for the Purpose of an
Unmoderated Caucus

This motion must include the length of the Caucus. During an unmoderated caucus, delegates
may get up from their seats and talk amongst themselves. This motion requires a simple majority
to pass.
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Motion to Suspend the Rules for the Purpose of a Round Robin

This motion allows for each delegate in committee to speak once, in order of committee seating.
It operates like a moderated caucus and must also include a speaking time and reason for the
caucus. This motion requires a simple majority to pass.

Motion to Suspend the Meeting

This motion is in order if there is a scheduled break in debate to be observed (i.e. Lunch). This
motion requires a simple majority vote. The Committee Director may refuse this motion at their
discretion.

Motion to Adjourn the Meeting

This motion is in order at the end of the last committee session. It signifies the closing of the
committee until next year’s conference.

Points of Order

Points of Order will only be recognized for the following items:
•
To recognize errors in voting, tabulation, or procedure,
•
To question relevance of debate to the current Topic, or
•
To question a quorum
A Point of Order may interrupt a speaker if necessary and is to be used sparingly.

Points of Inquiry

When there is no discussion on the floor, a delegate may direct a question to the Committee
Director. Any question directed to another delegate may only be asked immediately after the
delegate has finished speaking on a substantive matter. A delegate that declines to respond to a
question after a formal speech forfeits any further questioning time. The question must conform
to the following format:
Delegate from Country A raises placard to be recognized by the Committee Director.
Committee Director: “To what point do you rise?”
Country A: “Point of Inquiry.”
Committee Director: “State your Point.”
Country A: “Will the delegate from Country B (who must have just concluded a substantive
speech) yield to a question?”
Committee Director: “Will the Delegate Yield?”
Country B: “I will” or “I will not” (if not, return to the next business item)
Country A asks their question (it must not be a rhetorical question.)
Country B may choose to respond or to decline.
If the Delegate from Country B does not yield to or chooses not to answer a question from Country A, then he/she yields all remaining questioning time to the Committee Director.

Points of Personal Privilege

Points of personal privilege are used to request information or clarification and conduct all other
business of the body except Motions or Points specifically mentioned in the Rules of Procedure.
Please note: The Director may refuse to recognize Points of Order, Points of Inquiry or Points of
Personal Privilege if the Committee Director believes the decorum and restraint inherent in the
exercise has been violated, or if the point is deemed dilatory in nature.

Rights of Reply

At the Committee Director’s discretion, any member nation or observer may be granted a Right
of Reply to answer serious insults directed at the dignity of the delegate present. The Director
has the ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY to accept or reject Rights of Reply, and the decision IS NOT
SUBJECT TO APPEAL. Delegates who feel they are being treated unfairly may take their complaint to any member of the Secretariat.

Working Papers and Draft Resolutions

Once a Working Paper has been submitted, approved, distributed, and formally introduced to
the body, it can and will be referred to as a “Draft Resolution.” In order for a Working Paper to
be submitted to the Committee Director, it must be in the correct format and bear the names of
a combination of a number of Sponsors and Signatories necessary to introduce, as determined
by the Committee Director. Sponsors are the writers of the Working Paper and agree with it in
its entirety. They should vote ‘yes’ for the paper during Voting Procedure. Signatories are those
delegates interested in bringing the Working Paper to the floor for debate, but do not necessarily agree with its contents. A delegate can motion to discuss the working paper during a moderated caucus or unmoderated caucus.

Motion to Suspend the Rules for the Purpose of an Author’s
Panel

This motion allows to sponsors of a Draft Resolution to answer questions before the committee.
This motion operates in a similar manner to a moderated caucus and must also specify the Draft
Resolution in question as well as the length of time. The number of delegates on the panel is
determined by the dais.

Plagiarism

GatorMUN maintains a zero-tolerance policy in regard to plagiarism. Delegates found to have
used the ideas of others without properly citing those individuals, organizations, or documents
will have their credentials revoked for the duration of the GatorMUN conference. This is a very
serious offense.

Motion to Close Debate and Enter Voting Procedure

This motion requires a two-thirds majority to pass. Once this motion passes, and the committee
enters Voting Procedure, no occupants of the committee room may exit the Committee Room,
and no individual may enter the Committee Room from the outside. A member of the Dias
will secure all doors. No talking, passing notes, or communicating of any kind will be tolerated
during Voting Procedure.
Once the committee has moved into Voting Procedure, the dais will only accept the following
motions:
•
Point of Order to correct an error in procedure
•
Appeal of the decision of the chair
•
Motion to Divide the Question
•
Motion to Vote by Roll Call
•
Motion to Adopt by Acclamation
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Any proposed Friendly or Unfriendly Amendments to each Directive will be read to the body and
voted upon if necessary before the main body of the Directive as a whole is put to a vote. Unless
otherwise motioned for, the Draft Resolutions will be voted on by Placard Vote in order of introduction.
Delegates who requested to be noted as “Present and Voting” are unable to abstain during Voting Procedure. Abstentions will not be counted in the tallying of a majority. For example, 5 yes
votes, 4 no votes, and 7 abstentions means that the Directive passes.

Friendly Amendments

Friendly Amendments are any changes to a formally introduced Directive that all Sponsors agree
to in writing. The Committee Director must approve the Friendly Amendment and confirm each
Sponsor’s agreement both verbally and in writing. These must be submitted to the dais before
entering Voting Procedure.

Unfriendly Amendments

Unfriendly Amendments are any substantive changes to a formally introduced Directive that are
not agreed to by all of the Sponsors of the Directive. In order to introduce an Unfriendly Amendment, the Unfriendly Amendment must have a number of written signatories equivalent to 1/3
of Quorum. If this motion is introduced, it requires a simple majority to be included in the Draft
Resolution. The Committee Director has the authority to discern between substantive and nonsubstantive Unfriendly amendment proposals. These must be submitted to the dais before entering Voting Procedure.

Motion to Divide the Question

This motion allows the committee to consider clauses of the Draft Resolution separately from the
rest of the Draft Resolution. This motion must specify the clause or clauses to be considered separately. If it is proposed, it requires two speakers for and two speakers against before moving to
a procedural vote requiring a simple majority on whether to consider dividing the question. If the
procedural vote passes, then it moves on to a substantive vote to include or remove the clauses
in question, requiring a simple majority to pass.

Voting with Rights

During a Roll Call vote delegates may vote “For with Rights” or “Against with Rights.” Delegates
will be granted 30 seconds to explain their reasons for voting for or against a draft resolution.
This time will come after the tabulation of votes. Delegates should use this option sparingly. It is
meant for delegates who feel that their vote may seem off policy, despite it being correct. The
acceptance of rights is up to the director’s discretion. If a speaker goes off topic during their allotted time the director will rule their speech dilatory and move to the next in order.

Motion to Vote by Roll Call

A counted placard vote will be considered sufficient unless any delegate to the committee
motions for a Roll Call Vote. If a Roll Call Vote is requested, the committee must comply. All
delegates must vote, “For,” “Against,” “Abstain,” or “Pass.” During a Roll Call vote, any delegate
who answers, “Pass,” reserves his/her vote until the Committee Director has exhausted the Roll.
However, once the Committee Director returns to “Passing” Delegates, they must vote: “For” or
“Against;” “Abstain” is no longer an option.

Motion to Adopt by Acclamation

This motion may be stated when the Committee Director asks for points or motions. If a Roll Call
Vote is requested, the motion to Accept by Acclamation is voided. If a delegate believes a Directive will pass without opposition, he or she may move to accept the Directive by acclamation.
The motion passes unless a single delegate shows opposition. An abstention is not considered
opposition. Should the motion fail, the committee will move directly into a Roll Call Vote.

Motion to Divide the House

If a vote on a resolution has failed, and the number of abstentions added to the number of votes
for would yield a majority, delegates may propose a motion to Divide the House. This motion is
accepted automatically, and a second vote is taken in which delegates may not abstain.

Special Mechanics for this Committee
Setting the Agenda

At the start of committee, the agenda will be set automatically by the dais.
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Current Situation
In the spring of 2020, the inhabitants of
the Western Pacific Basin, the eastern and
southern parts of Asia surrounding the Pacific
Sea, readied themselves for the annual
typhoon season. While tropical cyclones
form throughout the year in this region, they
are most frequent between each June and
November. Over the course of the next few
months, the Western Pacific Basin was battered
with a variety of tropical storms. While over
forty total tropical depressions formed, only
twenty-one became storms, and just eleven
became typhoons. In late September, a new
tropical disturbance began to form in the
southeast Philippine Sea. Further south than
typhoons usually develop, experts expected
it to fade away, and paid little attention while
it hovered at a relatively steady tropical
depression state for the first few weeks of
October.1

Notes on meteorological terminology: As
storms increase in intensity and wind speed, they
cycle through several classifications. Typically, a
storm begins as a tropical disturbance, organizes
into a tropical depression, intensifies into a
tropical storm, and finally becomes a typhoon
classified into categories based on maximum
sustained wind speeds (that differ according
to meteorological agency). Some state
nomenclatures use the term “super typhoon”
to refer to storms in the highest category, but
this committee will follow the precedent of the
Typhoon Committee to maintain international
impartiality. “Super typhoon” can be used
informally, but not in formal documents.
Typhoons, hurricanes, cyclones, tropical
cyclones, and severe tropical cyclones are all
the same weather phenomenon, with different
designations based on the oceanic basin; the
Western North Pacific Basin uses “typhoons,” as
will this committee.1

On October 24, 2020, winds of the tropical
depression finally reached thirty-four knots, causing the Regional Specialized Meteorological
Center (RSMC) in Tokyo to officially name it “Tropical Storm Mekkhala.”2 Similarly to hurricanes
that form in the Atlantic Ocean, typhoons that form in the Pacific Ocean are assigned names from
a rotating list that includes male and female names, plants,
Please note for your research
animals, objects, mythical beings, actions, and even traditional
that because of this naming
food items. Each of the fourteen members of the Typhoon
convention, there have been
Committee, jointly operated by the World Meteorological
previous typhoons named
Organization and the Economic and Social Council of Asia and
“Mekkhala”; however, this
the Pacific, has submitted ten names with significance to their
committee is based around a
state, that are retired and replaced when a so-named typhoon
theoretical disaster scenario
causes significant damage.3 The name “Mekkhala” refers to a
and bears no connection to
guardian/god(dess)/angel of thunder in traditional southeast
these previous storms.
Asian myths, and was contributed by Thailand.4
Over the course of six days, Tropical Mekkhala continued to slowly grow in strength, hovering east
of the Federated States of Micronesia. While many in the region continued to keep their eyes on it,
it was not expected to curve inward, but rather head north and gradually dissipate over the Western
Pacific Ocean, striking the outer banks of the Philippines, Japan, and China. However, on October
30, Tropical Storm Mekkhala began to undergo rapid intensification; the Japan Meteorological
Agency classified it as a typhoon by the morning of October 31. With winds now over seventy knots
and quickly growing, the countries in the region began to make preparations. Typhoon Mekkhala
began to move increasingly west, against most predicted track paths. On November 3, it made
landfall on the edge of Davao Oriental, Davao Region, in the Philippines. While it slowed slightly
over the island of Mindanao, once it reached the far edge of the warm South Chinese Sea, Typhoon
Mekkhala underwent a second substantial intensification, reaching the equivalent of a Category 5

on the Saffir-Simpson scale, according to the Joint Typhoon Warning Center in Hawaii.5 It is now
commonly referred to as a super typhoon, known to the Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical and
Astronomical Services Administration (PAGASA) as Super Typhoon Leon.6
Typhoon Mekkhala is currently sweeping across the north of Borneo, passing through East
Malaysia, Indonesia’s Kalimantan regions, and Brunei. The current track maps (see Figure 1)
predict that it will strike the southeast of Vietnam, near the Ben Tre province, at peak intensity
in approximately twenty-four hours. After that, it will cross over parts of Cambodia, Malaysia,
Indonesia and Thailand, with the edges of the storm expected to cross into Laos, Myanmar, and
even China. It is even possible that the storm will cross the Malay Peninsula and enter the Bay of
Bengal.

Figure 1: Path of Mekkhala.

Compounding Effects of Typhoon Mekkhala
A combination of factors have contributed to the unusual
strength and potential devastation of this typhoon. The
favorable environmental and atmospheric conditions of the
Pacific basin during this time allowed for the sudden onset of
intensification, including low wind shear, ample outflow aloft,
high sea surface temperatures, and high ocean heat content.
The track path of Typhoon Mekkhala differs from that of the
majority of typhoons in the Pacific basin. While this southern
and western path is not unheard of, is it far less common than
typical patterns that veer north and east (see Figure 3). This path
is likely due to the initial onset of La Niña weather conditions.
La Niña, or ENSO-negative (El Niño Southern Oscillation),
causes the cooling of waters in the Pacific basin. However, this
was counteracted by the recent ENSO-positive conditions in
combination with shifting currents due to global warming.
More importantly, La Niña also causes the main cyclogenesis
region to shift westward, forcing typhoons to track directly
over southeast Asia.7 The interaction of these atypical features
means that Typhoon Mekkhala will strike a series of countries
that are wholly unprepared for typhoons of this magnitude.

Figure 2: Satellite Image of Typhoon
Mekkhala Over the South China Sea.
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Considering that Typhoon Mekkhala is the twelfth
typhoon to form this season, many of the countries
around the Western Pacific Ocean have already been
battered by tropical storms and typhoons; La Niña
also causes an increase in the quantity of lowerintensity storms. Capacities are stretched thin, with
governments and civil society organizations low on
funds and supplies. Many people affected by previous
storms are still living in transitional shelter and without
a stable livelihood. Weakened regional infrastructure –
flooding, lack of electricity and power, closed airports
and roads, fuel shortages, etc. – will pose a tough
logistical challenge for international aid agencies to
Figure 3: Tracks of all typhoons in the northwestern Pacific
Ocean between 1980 and 2005
access some of the areas in most desperate need. his
will also likely prove to be a barrier to medical facility access, forcing sanitation into a rampant
issue like many crises of this nature.
At this time of year in early November, the dry season is beginning, signaling the rice harvest and
drying process. Rice is a crucial export for almost every single Asian country, whose economies
generally heavily rely on agricultural exports and internal consumption. Many individuals in the
agriculture industry depend on seasonal food supply and income. The ensuing floods and heavy
rains from a storm of this intensity could cause harvest delays or ruin the drying process. Even a
moderate dip in rice production could have long-reaching effects on nations’ internal food supply,
export market, and economic stability.

State Capacities

Perhaps most crucial to mitigating the effects of this typhoon are the responses by the governments
of the various affected nations. However, both national preparation and reaction are likely to be
hindered by regional political instability. Long-term instability can prevent substantial progress
toward the development and implementation of a national risk management plan, regardless of
whether or not the current government has the capacity to execute it.8 Disputes over political
leadership and structure directly result in a lack
of singular executive leadership to coordinate
national response, while an unstable government
also finds itself without sufficient funds or the
economic health to provide immediate care and
finance long-term infrastructure reconstruction.
These concerns exacerbate the existing core issue,
that of trust in the governmental system. Civil unrest
stems from this lack of government legitimacy, the
first principle of good governance according to
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.9 Good
governance is often equated to these operational Figure 4: Pro-democracy demonstrators in Thailand protest in Janfunctions of the government, but it is also tied to uary 2019 after democratic elections were delayed for teh fifth time
in less than five years by the then-ruling military junta.
the effectiveness of the relationships between
governments, citizens, and internal and external
actors.10 Because a fractured government does not have the capacity to respond to a disaster
alone, all of the involved actors, from citizens to nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), must
have faith in government operations so that they can establish practical, transparent, and mutually-

cooperative relationships.
Of the ten countries expected to be affected by Typhoon Mekkhala, almost all are experiencing
some form of fragility, instability, or conflict. According to the Fragile States Index, only Brunei
is considered “more stable,” while the other relevant states rank in categories of increasing
intensity: “warning” (Malaysia, Vietnam), “elevated warning” (Indonesia, China, Thailand, Laos),
“high warning” (Cambodia, Philippines), all the way to “alert” (Myanmar).11 The reasons for this
are numerous, but generally center around political legitimacy and the ongoing regional struggle
between democratization and authoritarianism. These factors reduce the capacity of states to
respond and coordinate with NGOs, requiring international actors to implement flexible response
plans that are reactive to political shifts. In the past, states ruled by military juntas have even refused
international aid, a dangerous precedent that forces NGOs to carefully navigate complicated
national politics and government authority.12 In nations like Cambodia, Malaysia, and Myanmar
that are troubled with factionalized elites, group grievances, and ethnic division, there are morespecific worries about equal and appropriate disaster response to affected marginalized groups.

Appeals to the International Community

Each of the countries in the path of Typhoon Mekkhala are in various stages of preparation
and recovery. When the storm finally dissipates, the governments of the affected countries are
expecting to find themselves overwhelmed with millions of people and communities needing
assistance. The Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) has offered assistance to all of
its member states in the path of Typhoon Mekkhala (see the “ASEAN Disaster Response” section
below), but only Vietnam has accepted so far. Nations around the world are likely to offer financial
and material support in the coming months, but for now, the extent of the devastation that will
determine these contributions remains to be seen.
While the storm is currently passing over the southern edge of the South China Sea, Brunei is
not expected to need or request significant international aid, due to its strong internal capacities.
Indonesia is experiencing significant rains, but with the storm primarily on the north side of the
island of Borneo, near the Malaysian provinces, it remains relatively safe from storm surge. The
island of Sumatra is preparing for stronger rains in several days, after the storm has weakened
slightly from passing over Vietnam and Cambodia. The national governments of Laos, China, and
Myanmar are maintaining a watchful eye on the storm but expect nothing more than some heavy
rains and potentially minor flooding. Marine transit within the international waters of the South
China Sea and the Gulf of Thailand is liable to be impacted, with many transports delayed and
even more ships unable to land before the storm passes over them. The intense winds of Typhoon
Mekkhala pose a significant threat to the stability of most vessels and are hampering current
rescue efforts.
With the worst of the storm already past, the Philippines has begun initial response efforts.
Regularly struck by storms even this late in the season, the Philippine government and existing
NGO teams have maintained existing recovery systems from earlier storms. However, they are
running low on funding and supplies, having already used much of their inventory and with many
donor organizations having maxed their contributions. The country has suffered most severely
from flash floods triggered by intense rains and the loss of flimsy shelters destroyed by fierce
winds. The government is reporting new casualties of several tens of thousands of people, but
local aid agencies have higher estimates of hundreds of thousands.
Malaysia must dually respond to havoc on Borneo and prepare for the approaching storm on
Peninsular Malaysia. Storms this close to the equator are rare, and the Malaysian Meteorological
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Department (MetMalaysia) has issued storm advisories for potentially affected areas, with warnings
for high winds and rough seas. However, past experiences have shown that this information often
does not reach high-risk rural areas, and officials are worried about ensuring the safety of many
coastal communities.
While Cambodia has not yet activated a state of warning, government officials and meteorologists
are maintaining a close watch on the encroaching storm. Its southern provinces through which the
Mekong River flows are expecting intense flooding as the rainfall swells the river, exacerbated by
recent deforestation. Worried health practitioners are scrambling to contain the annual influenza
outbreak and prepare hospitals, as the storm is likely to cut off access to medicine and electricity
while citizens face unsanitary conditions at home and in shelters.
Thailand is maintaining a state of national alert, warning the southern provinces along the Kra
Isthmus to begin the implementation of their regional disaster response plans. While it, along with
many of these countries, is used to dealing with monsoons, the intensity of this storm is liable to
overwhelm its capacities. Thailand’s capital city of Bangkok – the second-largest city in Southeast
Asia, with an estimated population of over ten million people – is especially susceptible to rising
waters and flash floods.13 Sitting at the edge of the Gulf of Thailand in the Chao Phraya River
delta barely above sea level, it is crisscrossed by canals that are supported by a poor drainage
infrastructure, a combination that leaves millions of migrants and other people in poverty at
extreme risk.
Expecting to be directly hit by the oncoming typhoon, the Vietnamese government declared a
state of emergency for the Bến Tre, Trà Vinh, and Sóc Trang provinces on November 4th. These
provinces are situated within the Mekong Delta, the southernmost region of Vietnam; this area
produces over fifty percent of Vietnamese rice production and is (oxymoronically) host to a rich but
extremely threatened biodiversity.14 The provincial governments have begun evacuations away
from the coast, displacing over three million people. The region is expected to receive waves
large enough to destroy coastal towns, in addition to storm surge, heavy flooding, and intense
winds. Vietnam alone has already issued a formal appeal for international aid, in addition to preemptively accepting ASEAN’s relief offer. A national spokesperson announced that they are inviting
international assistance and have started contacting possible donor organizations and countries.

International Disaster Relief Coordination Framework
In December 1991, the United Nations General Assembly passed Resolution 46/182, establishing
a variety of assemblies to address disaster relief on the global scale.15 They strengthened the
existing Office of the UN Disaster Relief Coordinator, which later merged with the Department of
Humanitarian Affairs to become the current UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
(OCHA). OCHA is one of the three departments of the United Nations Secretariat, alongside the
Office of Outer Space Affairs and the Office of DA. Their mandate is to coordinate humanitarian
response, policy development, and humanitarian advocacy.16
Note that OCHA is not an operational agency, however. To facilitate more concrete action,
Resolution 46/182 also established the Emergency Relief Coordinator (ERC) and the Inter-Agency
Standing Committee (IASC) (along with a few other items). The ERC is the principal advisor to
the UN Secretary-General on all humanitarian issues, also titled the Under-Secretary-General for
Humanitarian Affairs. With the support of a Secretariat, they chair the IASC.
The IASC is the main delivery method of humanitarian assistance from the UN. It provides a
forum for UN and non-UN actors to coordinate response efforts, develop policy, and establish
humanitarian priorities. These strategic priorities are agreed upon every two years to organize
humanitarian effort and research on strengthening the effectiveness and efficiency of collective
humanitarian action.17
The eighteen principal members are as follows:
Full Members
• Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
• United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA)
• United Nations Development Program (UNDP)
• United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA)
• United Nations Human Settlements Programme (HABITAT)
• United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
• United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF)
• World Food Programme (WFP)
• World Health Organization (WHO)
Standing Invitees
• International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)
• International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC)
• International Organization for Migration (IOM)
• Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR)
• Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary General on the Human Rights of 		
Internally Displaced Persons
• World Bank
Standing Invitees - NGO Consortia
• International Council of Voluntary Agencies (ICVA)
• American Council for Voluntary International Action (InterAction)
• Steering Committee for Humanitarian Response (SCHR)
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The IASC Structure involves a variety of bodies to suit the various purposes of its mandate. The
primary body, IASC itself, is chaired by the ERC and composed of the principals, the heads of its
eighteen members. It has three subsidiary bodies: the Deputies Forum, the Emergency Directors
Group (EDG), and the Operational Policy and Advocacy Group (OPAG). The Deputies Forum serves
an “informal platform for dialogue and information sharing,” as well as a platform to convene dialogue
with non-IASC actors including governments, regional bodies, and donors. In contrast, the EDG
focuses on current crises and the strategic and operational needs on the ground. It advises IASC
on how to mobilize agency and Global Cluster resources for immediate support. It meets yearly as
well as on an ad-hoc basis as convened by its chair, OCHA’s Director of Operations. The third body,
OPAG, reports on system-wide policy matters by overseeing the work of the five Results Groups,
one for each Strategic Priority of IASC. The current five Strategic Priorities are operational response,
accountability and inclusion, collective advocacy, humanitarian-development collaboration, and
humanitarian financing. These Results Groups are composed of knowledgeable representatives
on each subject area, and work to achieve progress on the Strategic Priorities.18

Cluster Approach

Figure 5: IASC Structure.

IASC coordinates humanitarian organizations in emergency situations through the Cluster
Approach. Developed in 2005 through the Humanitarian Reform Agenda, the Cluster Approach
aims to strengthen system-wide preparedness, make sure that critical materials and expertise are
immediately available, and focus technical capacity. It attempts to address gaps in coordination
and prevent duplicate assistance, as well as provide clear and efficient pathways for aid provision.19
The IASC has established eleven clusters, any number of which may be activated during an
emergency crisis. The situation must meet two criteria: response and coordination gaps exist, and
existing national response is unable to meet needs.20 Each of the eleven clusters is composed of
both UN and nongovernmental bodies, and led by one or more Cluster Lead Agencies, which
reports to the ERC (see Figure 5). Once activated at the country level, clusters have six core functions:
support service delivery, inform the Humanitarian Country Teams’ strategic decision-making (see

below), plan and implement cluster strategies, monitor and evaluate performance, build national
capacity, and support robust advocacy. They must coordinate with agencies at the international,
national, and increasingly subnational level to facilitate decentralized decision-making, shorten
response time, strengthen accountability to affected people.21 Almost all of the positions in this
committee are a member of one or more clusters.

Figure 6: IASC and OCHA Cluster System.

There are variety of actors involved in the activation of a cluster (see Figure 7). While the bureaucracy
is complicated, it is necessary to ensure an appropriate and thorough response to a situation. In or
before an emergency situation, the ERC begins by appointing a Humanitarian Coordinator (HC) in
a country affected by a disaster. The HC communicates and the local government and evaluates
the situation before proposing Cluster activations and Cluster Lead Agency (CLA) appointments
to IASC for approval. They then establish a Humanitarian Country Team (HCT) to agree on
common strategic issues for humanitarian action. The activated Clusters coordinate with the HC,
HCT, OCHA, and country government on coordination mechanisms, as managed by the Cluster
Lead Agencies. The Cluster Coordinators bring Cluster challenges to the HCT for discussion and
ensure that decisions are shared and disseminated across the system.22

Figure 7: Cluster System Operation System.
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ASEAN Disaster Response

The majority of the affected nations (all except China) are part of the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN), an intergovernmental organization that promotes cooperation and
collaboration between countries in the region to facilitate economic growth, social progress,
cultural development, and regional peace and stability.23 Because the ASEAN area is considered
the most disaster-prone region in the world, the ten ASEAN member states came together in 2005
to sign the ASEAN Agreement on Disaster Management and Emergency Response (AADMER),
later followed by the Declaration on Enhancing Cooperation in Disaster Management. Eventually,
the ASEAN Committee on Disaster Management tasked the ASEAN Coordinating Centre for
Humanitarian Assistance on disaster management (AHA Centre) with developing a comprehensive
ASEAN Joint Disaster Response Plan (AJDRP). The purpose of the AJDRP is “to strengthen the
implementation and interoperability of various ASEAN mechanisms,” of which there are too many
to name (see Figure 8), and “enhance cooperation and coordination with established national and
international mechanisms and the humanitarian community in the region.”24 Behind all of these
acronyms and titles is the “One ASEAN, One Response” vision, working to strengthen integration,
coordination, and strategy in joint emergency response.
Of more relevance to this situation are the ASEAN Standby Arrangements for Disaster Relief
and Emergency Response, outlined in the Standard Operating Procedure for Regional Standby
Arrangements and Coordination of Joint Disaster Relief and Emergency Response Operations
(SASOP). These Standby Arrangements delineate the assets and capacities volunteered by
member states to be made available for disaster relief and emergency response in the region,
while SASOP guides the member states and AHA Centre in implementation. These resources are
material, with regional stockpiles housed in Malaysia; financial, with earmarked funds set aside
to be available for member states in need; human, with engineers, doctors, waste management
specialists, etc. in reserve; and operations, with volunteer expert logistics and coordination teams
available for support. Within 24 hours upon response request or acceptance from the member state
in need, the ASEAN Emergency Response and Assessment Team (ASEAN-ERAT) is implemented
to determine the impact and severity of the disaster, as well as the scope and type of assistance
required. Coordination between ASEAN entities and the local disaster management office of the
Party affected by the disaster is managed by the Joint Operations and Coordination Centre of
ASEAN (JOCCA).
In sum, ASEAN has an extensive (and often confusing) system in place to coordinate disaster
response. With a significantly different architecture, the ASEAN disaster response system serves
alongside the UN OCHA structure as another model of disaster response coordination on an
international scale. It is also a valuable partner for nations and NGOs in disaster response in
this region of the world, with significant experience and expertise in dealing with typhoons and
developing areas.
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Figure 8: ASEAN-related mechanisms and platforms on Humanitarian
Assistance and Disaster Relief.
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Establishment of the NGO Global
Assembly Summit 2020
As early warnings of Typhoon Mekkhala started to spread, the various bodies of the United
Nations (UN) disaster relief coordination framework jumped into action. To supplement their
capabilities during this crisis, the IASC Emergency Directors Group convened an advisory body
of international NGOs that have experience dealing with crises of this magnitude. These NGOs
are all active in the Cluster Approach and can provide material, financial, human, operational, and
organizational support on both the ground and the international sphere.
This group, the NGO Global Assembly 2020, has been tasked with creating a comprehensive action
plan for non-state actors to address the devastation caused by Typhoon Mekkhala. This file will be
submitted to the EDG, to be reviewed and taken under consideration in the development of its
formal report. While it will be directly applied to the current disaster response, the comprehensive
action plan must be able to effectively address unique situations, such as the humanitarian crisis
caused by Typhoon Mekkhala, as well as serve as a fundamental framework for future crises.
This plan should consider how to prioritize the many concerns and subsequently distribute
limited funding among them. It must also effectively utilize the supporting resources available to
disaster response actors, including the potential partners, suppliers, donors, coordinators, and
infrastructure.

Natural Disaster Coordination Concerns
This list would be virtually endless if it were to encompass all of the issues that disaster relief
organizations should take into consideration when responding to areas in need. Instead, the issues
highlighted below are of ones that have received less coverage or are of particular importance to
the focus of this committee. Delegates should not feel limited by this list and are expected to seek
out and include additional topics, issues, and areas of concern in their research and in-committee
actions.

Natural Disasters, the Environment, and Climate Change

Climate change is an undeniable fact of the scientific world, and nations are gradually starting
to incorporate climate change adaptation policies into their disaster preparedness and response
plans. Climate change does not cause individual natural events, but instead contributes to the
growing frequency and magnitude of hazards in general; between the years of 1990 and 2016,
there was an average of 213 climate-related disasters every year, almost double in 2016 what it
was in 1990.26 Southeast Asia is one of the areas most vulnerable to climate change in the world,
with Vietnam and Thailand ranked sixth and tenth, respectively, of the nations most susceptible to
climate change risk in 2019.27 Average typhoon intensity in the Pacific Basin is expected to increase
over the coming decade, alongside an increase in the frequency of the most intense storms.28
For the purposes of disaster relief, many organizations simply focus on mitigating the impacts of
global warming, including adapting to new weather patterns and preparing for more extreme
climate shifts. However, addressing the causes of climate change is both possible and necessary
in disaster response. It is important for disaster responders to recognize that human actions can
directly affect both the international and local climate. For example, the United Nations Environment
Programme notes how “deforestation and desertification have demonstrable effects on local
rainfall patterns and are complicit with the occurrence of drought.”29 Therefore it is clear that
incorporating environmentally sustainable development into both preparedness and rebuilding
programs is beneficial to their long-term success.
It is well-established that environmental degradation, poverty, and disaster risk are all linked;
disasters are the result of the convergence of hazards and vulnerable conditions. The goal is
not to stop environmental and man-made extremes, but to reduce their effects on communities,
especially those that are poor and more vulnerable. However, while much immediate focus is on
human recovery, the effect of disasters on the environment is often left until later, or not addressed
at all. Lifesaving is of utmost importance, but with the multitude of resources available to disaster
responders, quick environmental restoration before the onset of long-term damage deserves to
be included in response plans. The three primary roles of the environment in disaster scenarios are
causation, protection, and recovery. While the environment can have a role in triggering disasters,
it can also help prevent or recover from them. Many environments provide natural barriers that
moderate the impacts of a disaster, such as wetlands that absorb water during floods, or dunes
that slow the winds of a hurricane. In fact, floods and fires are often necessary parts of the life cycle
of an ecosystem – providing nutrients, clearing old growth, and triggering adaptive mechanisms –
meaning that the disaster can even have a reciprocal positive effect.
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Figure 9: In Brazil, the Iguacu River serves as a crucial channel to absorb rain and provide water for the region.
Here, a bend shows the contrast between dense forest in the Iguacu National Park and agricultural expansion on
the other bank.

An essential part of these environments is their biodiversity. Local biodiversity provides integral
ecological services, is essential to indigenous culture, and has intrinsic natural value. In 2017, a
Special Rapporteur to the United Nations Human Rights Council concluded a report that declared
protecting biodiversity to be integral to protecting human rights.30 Biodiversity can be affected
by the “destruction of vegetation, fluctuation in regional biota, and impacts on sustainable use
of biodiversity.”31 All of these are common results of both natural disasters as well as regular
unsustainable practices in agriculture and development. As the present environment is so heavily
altered by human actions, biodiversity cannot be trusted to recover by itself, and may need
artificial help from humans.
Alongside the affected plant life and wildlife are crops and domestic animals. Many livestock
animals are harmed, killed, or abandoned during disaster scenarios. Crops are often devastated,
and growing conditions can be drastically changed temporarily and permanently. Families and
communities that were dependent on these resources are left without a livelihood. This causes
both short- and long-term social crises, as not only have they lost their immediate form of income
or subsistence, but it can take many years to re-establish crops with a long period of development
(e.g. cherry trees can take up to seven years to produce fruit; vineyards often depend on vines that
have grown for over thirty years).
This variety of selected environmental issues demonstrates that any disaster response plan
must consider environmental concerns for the benefit of community recovery. Ecosystems are
vulnerable to the effects of disasters just like communities and should be addressed in immediate
response plans. In addition, sustainable environmental practices must also be incorporated into
long-term development plans. This has benefits beyond the environment, having been showing
to improve cost savings, gender equity, food security, energy efficiency, among others.32 This is
part of the common principle often referred to as “build back better” or “build back safer;” the
ideas that disaster response should improve, rather than revert to, pre-disaster conditions. Finally,
recovery and prevention plans must acknowledge and prepare for future climate change and the
resulting weather shifts.

Localization and Multi-actor Communication

Coordinating disaster relief efforts with local organizations is not a new idea, but one that easy to say
and much harder to do in practice. Localization is the push to provide “more support and funding
tools for local and national responders,” as introduced at the 2016 World Humanitarian Summit.33
It has quickly become an international priority, resoundingly supported in the Grand Bargain (see
“References and Resources” below) and in documents such as the Charter for Change.34 As shown
in the case study below, disaster response efforts in the Philippines were hindered by the lack of
coordination between international NGOs and the national government. There are a variety of
offices in place to promote coordination, including the Humanitarian Country Teams (see above)
and national disaster response organizations, but their presences do not ensure success.
It is essential for humanitarian organizations to partner with local agencies in implementing disaster
response. Local agencies can respond immediately to crises, often long before international aid
agencies can arrive, and remain in the area long after international NGOs leave. They are able
to shape programs to be contextually appropriate and culturally sensitive, based on their own
knowledge of the community and its needs.35 However, they have limited capacities, and often
lack funding in extreme situations. International NGOs are still crucial because they can provide
funding and supplies in bulk, as well as supplement existing capacities. The localization movement
requires reorienting the system’s approaches around a more decentralized and distributed way
of working. International NGOs should move away from direct implementation and instead
move toward supporting and supplementing local organizations, building alliances rather than
transactional arrangements.36
On a larger scale, states have a central four-fold responsibility in humanitarian aid: call the crisis
and invite international aid, provide assistance and protection, monitor and coordinate external
assistance, and set the regulatory and legal frameworks governing assistance.37 While NGOs
cannot operate in a state until called upon, they still often cite neutrality and independence in
order to disengage from state structures. There are a variety of reasons for this NGO-state conflict,
including accusations of government corruption, accountability and transparency issues on both
sides, concerns about state sovereignty, disagreements about priorities and appropriate response,
North/South and East/West power dynamics, and more.38 Nevertheless, some proponents of
localization see success in building national capacities, both governmental and non-governmental.
They argue that the presence and attitudes of international agencies are obstacles to building
sustained national leadership; this includes national offices or affiliates of international NGOs,
which eventually compete with the domestic market for funding and support.39 In keeping with UN
principles of national sovereignty, it is important to recognize that one of the goals of humanitarian
actors should be to support states to protect their own citizens. However, there are times that
substitution for the state is necessary, such as in conflicts where the state cannot or will not fulfill
its responsibilities, in addition to the genuine and constant need for independent and neutral
humanitarian action.
Counter arguments to localization worry about time constraints in an emergency, efficiency,
capacity, accountability, and the humanitarian principles of their partners. These valid critiques
are part of the extremely complex relationship between international and local actors and must be
carefully evaluated in disaster response planning. Without communication and coordination, gaps
in response develop, supplies and responses are duplicated, funding is wasted, and communities
remain in need. This fundamental deficit of trust between international NGOs, local partners, and
state agencies must be addressed through greater dialogue, demonstrated effectiveness, and the
building of trust over time.
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Case Study: Typhoon Haiyan
In November of 2013, the Philippines were struck by Typhoon
Haiyan (also known as Typhoon Yolanda, according to the
Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical and Astronomical
Services Administration (PAGASA)). It made landfall in the
Central Visayas region on the eighth of November, and
within twenty-four hours, swept across the central part of
the country. With initial reports of over 4.3 million affected
people, the Philippine President declared a National State
of Calamity and accepted the UN offer of international
Figure 10: A woman and her baby amid destruction
assistance.40 Over the next few weeks, the number of
caused by Typhoon Haiyan.
affected people rose to fourteen million across the country.
Eventually, Typhoon Haiyan reportedly killed more than 6,300 people, making it the deadliest
typhoon on record.41

Immediate Response and Timeline

Before the expected arrival of Typhoon Haiyan, OCHA and IASC reached out to the established
HC and HCT for the Philippines to begin a situational analysis. On the twelfth of November, four
days after landfall, the HCT released an initial Action Plan for humanitarian response. This was
coordinated with the ERC’s same-day activation of an IASC system-wide level three (L3) emergency
response to the typhoon. The L3 designation allows for a rapid, concerted mobilization of IASC
and inter-agency capacity and systems for sudden-onset emergencies.42 The Action Plan presents
a preliminary six-month timeline for immediate disaster relief and outlines the situational aspects,
emerging needs, strategic objectives, priority actions, scope of the plan, impact of the crisis, and
initial cluster narratives.43 The HCT activated all of the twelve clusters at the time (“Coordination”
in addition to the current eleven, with “Livelihoods” included alongside Early Recovery).44
In December, the Philippines HCT issued a Strategic Response Plan (SRP) to support the
Government of the Philippines’ humanitarian and reconstruction response. The SRP is a more
comprehensive plan of action, that incorporates assessed humanitarian needs from the first
month of response, cooperates with the government’s plan for support, and moves away from
immediate humanitarian aid to prioritize longer-term rehabilitation and development projects. It
established a longer-term horizon to guide humanitarian rehabilitation for the next twelve months,
to support greater building blocks for recovery. The SRP identified five strategic objectives for
the people affected by Typhoon Haiyan, summarized as food security, protective shelter, selfsufficient livelihoods, health and sanitation, and access to community services. It also included
formal plans from each of the clusters about how they and their members will approach sectorspecific humanitarian needs.45 Funding for the crisis came from a variety of sources, including
NGOs and other nations. Over $865.9 million USD came into the Philippines, funding 60.6% of
the Strategic Response Plan’s Appeal for Funding.46
The SRP was designed to complement the Reconstruction Assistance on Yolanda (RAY), the
strategic plan of the Government of the Philippines to guide the recovery and reconstruction of
the affected areas. It provides a national preliminary assessment of damage, loss, and needs.47
The SRP uses the targeted municipalities as identified in the RAY to prioritize its cluster activities
distribution, as well as estimate the amount of assistance needed based on reported vulnerability
and population. Both of these documents record contextual, programmatic, and institutional risks

from the first month of response efforts and incorporate mitigation actions into future strategies.48
Over the next eight months, humanitarian aid proceeded according to these structures. In August
of 2014, the Philippine government released the Yolanda Comprehensive Rehabilitation and
Recovery Plan. Far more detailed than any of the previously released documents by either the
national government or UN agencies, this Plan outlined the institutional arrangements to continue
regional rehabilitation.49 As it formerly declared the end of the humanitarian assistance period, the
HCT decided to end its SRP at this time as well.

Evaluation and Critiques

In October of 2014, almost one year after the advent of Typhoon Haiyan, the IASC commissioned
an independent Inter-agency Humanitarian Evaluation (IAHE) of the Typhoon Haiyan Response. It
collected data through community consultations, key informant interviews, and group discussions
to determine the extent to which the objectives in the Strategic Response Plan were met. It reports
mixed findings, with the success of immediate humanitarian response tempered by lack of
sustainable long-term development and limited effective engagement with nations and local civil
society.
The IAHE concludes that, overall, the inter-agency emergency response was timely and effective in
meeting immediate humanitarian needs. However, it finds that the response was slow to adapt to
changing circumstances, and when the SRP ended in August, 5,400 households remained without
adequate shelter and in need of humanitarian assistance. Each of their five objectives was met to
at least a “medium” degree, although the programs for shelter and livelihoods and employment
were noted to be unsustainable at the time of evaluation. Another area for improvement was
engagement with national systems. The IAHE describes how “the international and national
coordination mechanisms diverged along separate paths for quite some time,” indicating a
distinct need for inter-agency communication and especially flexible adjustment to the national
infrastructure and existing disaster management system. More specifically, this refers to differences
in planning processes of transition, including the planning timeframes and views on the boundaries
between emergency relief, early recovery, and recovery. The IAHE does note that this situation in
the Philippines had extremely favorable conditions for effective disaster response, which means
that its findings might not necessarily play out elsewhere.50
Various other independent authors have analyzed the effectiveness of humanitarian response
to Typhoon Haiyan and echoed the criticisms of the IAHE. Failure to join with national systems
is repeatedly mentioned, although concerns are cited on both sides. Local governments found
themselves overwhelmed in carrying out first responder functions, lacking essential skills or
active disaster councils. The operational logic of the Philippine government clashed with that
of the international system, with issues of power and authority playing out in real time. These
included concerns of a political and superficial nature, with questions of image, credit, and visible
success prioritized over cooperation.51 Other authors mention that failure of international NGOs
in building national capacity in order to permit the handover of large operational programs. This
lack of trust caused issues six months after the disaster, when international NGOs began to attempt
to withdraw without adequate national capacity to continue existing response efforts.52 These
coordination challenges have repeatedly been the primary issue for disaster response for the last
several decades, despite international acknowledgement of the problem.
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The concerns levied toward the international response to Typhoon Haiyan serve as a general
starting point for improving humanitarian response. Not only do the evaluations identify gaps
in response and areas prime for improvement, but also provide qualitative assessments of the
relative success of programs aspects and recommendations for changes. The various action
and strategic plans from both the HCT and the Philippine government, as well as the IAHE,
are highly recommended reading, providing crucial examples for this committee on how to
organize strategies, prioritize issues, and direct the response implementation.

References and Resources
There are a variety of standards and guidelines that direct the way nongovernmental organizations
operate in disaster relief and general humanitarian work. These are important for these
organizations to consider in regard to appropriate responses when entering new situations.

Code of Conduct for the International Red Cross and Red
Crescent Movement and NGOs in Disaster Relief

In 1992, the Steering Committee for Humanitarian Response (SCHR) developed a Code of
Conduct that set ethical standards for organizations involved in disaster relief humanitarian
work.53 While the signing of it initially served as a condition for membership in the alliance, it
is now internationally recognized as a general and voluntary guideline for nongovernmental
humanitarian organizations. As of 2017, over 600 organizations have signed the code.54 The ten
core principles of the Code uphold neutrality, equality, respect, accountability, and sustainability,
reminders for all aid providers before, during, and after in disaster situations.

Sphere, the Sphere Handbook, and the Humanitarian Standards
Partnership

Originally set up in 1997 by InterAction and the SCHR to improve humanitarian work during
disaster response, today Sphere is an organization set up to bring together and support
practitioners of humanitarian assistance.55 Perhaps their most significant contribution is the “The
Humanitarian Charter and Minimum Standards in Humanitarian Response,” more commonly
known as the Sphere Handbook. This is a set of common principles and minimum standards in
humanitarian response, which is regularly updated and re-released. While the Code of Conduct
(above) outlines the principles of how NGOs should approach disaster situations, the Sphere
standards address the qualities and technical areas of humanitarian response, in the four areas of
WASH, food security and nutrition, shelter and settlement, and health.56 Constantly revised, the
Handbook is possibly the most recognized set of humanitarian standards in the world.
Sphere is a one of seven humanitarian standard initiatives joined in the Humanitarian Standards
Partnership (HSP). The partnership aims “improve the quality and accountability of humanitarian
action across all sectors and [develop] a harmonized approach to support users in the application
of standards.”57 The other six humanitarian standard initiatives that compose the HSP are:
•
Minimum Standards for Child Protection in Humanitarian Action (CPMS) (Alliance for Child
Protection in Humanitarian Action)
•
Livestock Emergency Guidelines and Standards (LEGS)
•
Minimum Economic Recovery Standards (MERS) (SEEP Network)
•
Minimum Standards for Education (Inter-Agency Network for Education in Emergencies
(INEE))
•
Minimum Standard for Market Analysis (MISMA) (Cash Learning Partnership (CaLP))
•
Humanitarian inclusion standards for older people and people with disabilities (HelpAge
International, Age and Disability Capacity Program (ADCAP))

Hyogo and Sendai Frameworks

At the 2005 World Conference on Disaster Reduction, the present 168 UN Member States adopted
the Hyogo Framework for Action 2005-2015: Building the Resilience of Nations and Communities
to Disasters (HFA). The HFA was developed by various stakeholders in humanitarian aid, including
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governments, international aid agencies, disaster experts, donor organizations, and others, and
then adopted by the UN General Assembly. For the next decade, the HFA served as the first
comprehensive guiding disaster response plan to reduce loss and achieve resilience.58 It outlined
five priority actions to ensure disaster risk reduction as a priority, enhance early warning, build a
culture of innovation and safety, reduce underlying risk factors, and strengthen preparedness at
all levels.59
At the conclusion of the 2015 Development Agenda, the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk
Reduction 2015-2030 (Sendai Framework) became the successor instrument to the HFA, negotiated
at the Third UN World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction and also later endorsed by the UN
General Assembly. It is a fifteen-year voluntary agreement that recognizes the primary role of the
State but encourages shared responsibility with the other stakeholders, organized by seven targets
and four priorities for action.60 The document itself lists the most significant shifts from the HFA as “a
strong emphasis on disaster risk management as opposed to disaster management, the definition
of seven global targets, the reduction of disaster risk as an expected outcome, a goal focused on
preventing new risk, reducing existing risk and strengthening resilience, as well as a set of guiding
principles, including primary responsibility of states to prevent and reduce disaster risk, all-ofsociety and all-of-State institutions engagement.” This is in addition to broadening the scope of
disaster risk reduction to include “both natural and man-made hazards and related environmental,
technological and biological hazards and risks.”61

The Grand Bargain

First proposed by the former UN Secretary-General’s High-Level Panel on Humanitarian Financing,
the Grand Bargain was launched in 2016 as an agreement between international donors and aid
providers in order to implement systemic change in humanitarian aid delivery.62 In a series of fiftyone commitments and nine thematic work streams, it lays out plans to improve the effectiveness
and efficiency of humanitarian action. Among the most radical are the calls for greater support to
local and national responders, increased use of cash-based programming, and “a participation
revolution.” These are all part of an increased effort to include the people receiving aid in making
the decisions which affect their lives. The Grand Bargain envisions that at least twenty-five percent
of humanitarian funding is given to local and national responders directly. Alongside this, it
encourages increased use of cash-based programming alongside other tools to strengthen local
markets and empower affected people to determine and address their own needs. Organizations
and donors are expected to work to ensure that the voices of the most vulnerable groups are
heard and acted upon through local dialogue and community engagement.63
The Grand Bargain depends on the willingness of organizations on both sides to accept changes
and increase flexibility. It has conducted annual reviews to ensure that it is working effectively and
make any necessary changes. As of 2019, it shows marked success, with normative shifts being
made across the board. In particular, seven signatories reported that they had met or exceeded
the 25% target for local funding, while an increasing number of HCTs are developing multi-year
plans.64

NGO Networks

Alongside Sphere, there are a variety of other research organizations and think tanks that devote
their time to improving NGO coordination and efficiency (an excellent source for this information
is Relief Web (reliefweb.int)). There are also many coalitions of NGOs that work to coordinate
action, distribute funding, develop common positions, and collectively influence policy and

practice. Many of these are nonprofits themselves, working to support organizations of all sizes.
These confederations provide new research and theories, serving as valuable resources for NGOs
looking to improve their actions and capabilities. They can advise, guide, and train organizations
on new standards and development approaches.
Smaller NGOs or their national branches, including those of many of this committee’s positions,
are member organizations in these umbrella organizations. These alliances serve as a central point
for donors, in addition to providing a forum for NGOs to consult and coordinate with each other.
They also serve to represent their members on a larger scale: three of the following consortia are
standing invitees to the IASC (see “Disaster Relief Coordination Framework” above). Some of the
most prominent networks include:
•
American Council for Voluntary International Action (InterAction) (interaction.org)
•
International Council of Voluntary Agencies (ICVA) (icvanetwork.org)
•
Steering Committee for Humanitarian Response (SCHR) (schr.info)
•
Core Humanitarian Standard (CHS) Alliance (chsalliance.org)
•
ACT Alliance (actalliance.org)
•
Danish Refugee Council (DRC) (drc.ngo)
•
Bond (bond.org.uk)
•
The European Network on Debt and Development (Eurodad) (eurodad.org)
•
Integral Alliance (integralalliance.org)

NGO Accountability

By their nature, every nonprofit organization depends on funding from donations, grants and other
outside sources. Because of this, they have a responsibility to be transparent about their funding
and diligent with how it is distributed amongst their organization, including donation fundraising,
employee salaries, and resource funding. There are a variety of organizations, some of which are
listed below, that independently research and evaluate charities, nonprofits, and NGOs based
on their accountability, transparency, and financial records. While potential donors can use these
ratings to make informed investment decisions, NGOs can also use this information to self-evaluate
and improve their organizations.
•
Charity Navigator (charitynavigator.org)
•
CharityWatch (charity watch.org)
•
GreatNonprofits (greatnonprofits.org)
•
GuideStar (guidestar.org)
•
NGO Advisor (ngoadvisor.net)
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Questions for Consideration
NGO Position

•
How your NGO has worked to address similar crises in the past?
•
What methods of operation and delivery have they used, and how can they be applied in
this context?
•
What contacts or branches might your NGO have in this area of the world?
•
What are critiques of your NGO, and how can those be improved for your organization and
applied to others?
•
What NGO collectives are your NGO a part of?
•
What guiding documents have your NGO signed or followed?

Disaster Management

•
What local or regional agencies, government departments, NGOs, or other bodies are
located in the affected regions?
•
How can you coordinate disaster response with them?
•
What humanitarian issues will you prioritize and why?

Position Paper Guidelines
Preparation before the conference is essential to your success in this committee. A position paper
showcases your research and helps to organize your thoughts and plans before entering debate.
An excellent position paper is well-written and concise, exhibits a strong understanding of the
topic, and demonstrates creativity and problem-solving.
Similarly to representing a country in a General Assembly committee, delegates are expected to
research their position’s past efforts on similar issues and topics. You should consider their work
as a solo organization as well as part of international collectives and bodies. Review multiple
viewpoints, including self-evaluated work and project reports by other organizations. I also recommend reading current studies and guidelines on disaster response, so as to present solutions that
are modern and grounded in research.
The guidelines below have been modified for this committee from the standard GatorMUN Assembly Committee Position Paper Guidelines. Papers must follow GatorMUN’s standard formatting guidelines and be submitted accordingly.
My staff and I look forward to reading your position papers!
1. Position Papers are mandatory for this committee and are due online by the start of the
first committee session;
2. All Position Papers must be a minimum of 1 page and a maximum of 2 pages.
3. Formatting for a position paper is as follows:
a. 1-inch margins
b. 12 pt. Times New Roman font
c. Single-spaced
d. Top-right corner should include
i. Delegate Name
ii. Organization Name
iii. Committee Name
4. Discussion of the topic should include:
a. Background of the topic in general and its relation to your position
b. Position’s current and past efforts on similar topics, issues, and scenarios
c. Proposed goals and solutions pertaining to the topic
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Important Note for Delegates
Many of these organizations have an international hub or primary organization with various national branches. Feel free to explore the contributions and projects of each of the national branches
if applicable, but remember to represent the central international NGO, to prevent national bias.
All of the below information about each organization comes from the website listed above the
biography; use that link to begin your research at the international homepage (all links accurate as
of September 1).

Action Against Hunger (ACF)

actionagainsthunger.org
Action Against Hunger, or Action Contre La Faim (ACF) in French, is a global humanitarian organization focused on ending world hunger. It has developed an international network that reaches
over forty-five countries each year. While its main focus is hunger, it integrates a variety of programs addressing nutrition, food security, water, sanitation, and hygiene to ensure a comprehensive approach to these complex issues. It also has emergency response teams for rapid response
to humanitarian crises around the world. ACF has worked in Africa, the Americas, Asia, and the
Middle East, addressing long-term concerns including malnutrition and responding to crises such
as refugee migrations, earthquakes, civil wars, and typhoons.

Actionaid International (Actionaid)

actionaid.org
ActionAid is an international NGO focused on eradicating poverty and injustice. Actionaid International is a federation of the forty-five country offices of ActionAid, located in all major regions in
the world. It operates in the four broad areas of women, politics and economics, land and climate,
and emergencies, with a consistent theme of women’s rights throughout. ActionAid’s programme
framework centers rights, redistribution, and resilience in its human rights-based approach of empowerment, solidarity, campaigning and alternatives. In its emergency work, ActionAid cultivates
women’s leadership, establishing emergency leadership training programs before disasters strike
and shifting power in disasters to local women.

Adventist Development and Relief Agency (ADRA)

adra.org
The Adventist Development and Relief Agency (ADRA) is a global humanitarian organization managed by the Seventh-day Adventist Church. It provides disaster relief and development assistance through nine impact areas: social justice; disaster response; economic growth; children; gender equity; community health; water, sanitation and hygiene; hunger and nutrition; and livelihoods
and agriculture. Awarded General Consultative Status to ECOSOC in 1997, ADRA maintains over
130 country offices to distribute aid, advance development initiatives, and establish and maintain
training and education programs.

Agency for Technical Cooperation and Development (ACTED)

acted.org/en
The Agency for Technical Cooperation and Development, or Agence d’Aide à la Coopération
Technique Et au Développement (ACTED) in French, is a humanitarian organization established to
support vulnerable communities around the world through adapted and specific crisis response.
It works through an integrated approach that addresses all stages of disaster response, including

mitigation and prevention, preparedness, emergency response, and rehabilitation and recovery.
In all thirty-six countries of operation, ACTED prioritizes building resilience in local communities,
governments, and other actors, developing responsible, effective, and accountable public institutions, and ensuring inclusive and sustainable growth.

Alight

wearealight.org
Formerly known as the American Refugee Committee, Alight is an international NGO that works
with displaced persons to rebuild their livelihoods, including in emergency response. It operates
under a variety of unique platforms, including the “Kuja Kuja” feedback system. Alight has twelve
ongoing national projects in Africa, Asia, Oceania, Central America, and the Middle East. It organizes its efforts into the eight sectors of education, health, WASH, shelter, social enterprise,
camp management, protection, and emergency response. Alight send teams to respond to the
immediate livelihood concerns of a broad variety of emergency crises that fulfill its specific impact
criteria.

Americares

americares.org
Americares is an NGO that provides long-term and disaster relief health care in the United States
and around the world. It has offices in nine anchor countries, long-term programs in over twenty
countries, and reaches over ninety countries with medical aid. Americares divides its work into four
categories: emergency programs, access to medicine, clinical services, and community health. Its
emergency program works through a cycle of ready (anticipating disaster and assisting local preparations), respond (supporting local partners), and recover (basing long-term care around the
gaps in aid provision).

Association of Volunteers in International Service (AVSI) Foundation

avsi.org
The Association of Volunteers in International Service (AVSI) Foundation is a global NGO founded in Italy that fulfills development and humanitarian aid projects around the world. It operates
through a network of thirty-four organizations, including AVSI country groups and other nonprofits, and over 700 local partners. With current projects in thirty-two countries, AVSI works in both
disaster relief and long-term development situations. AVSI disaster relief projects are varied, including health care, food distribution, family reunification, and protection of minors.

Catholic Relief Services (CRS)

crs.org
Catholic Relief Services (CRS) is the humanitarian arm of the Catholic community in the United
States. It focuses on international relief and development through a holistic approach of “integral human development” by partnering with a network of church, civil, government, and private
sector partners. Through the CRS Strategy 2030, it focuses its efforts on five goals, paraphrased
as: just and peaceful societies, disaster survival and recover, dignified and resilient livelihoods in
flourishing landscapes, children and family health and development, and youth empowerment.
Emergency response and recovery is one out of ten CRS programming areas, operating in over
one hundred countries.
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Concern Worldwide (Concern)

concern.net
Concern Worldwide, commonly known as Concern, is an aid and humanitarian agency from Ireland. Concern tackles extreme poverty and emergency response through current offices in twentyfive of the world’s poorest countries in Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, and the Middle East. It operates
through six thematic focus areas: livelihoods, health and nutrition, education, emergencies, gender equality, and innovations. Its emergency programme is broken down into three approaches
of rapid emergency response, disaster risk reduction, and community resilience. Concern also
partners with international organizations, local groups, government agencies, and even technology companies to create new approaches and tools for long-term development.

Cooperative for Assistance and Relief Everywhere International (CARE)

care-international.org
Cooperative for Assistance and Relief Everywhere (CARE) is a nonsectarian humanitarian agency
devoted to emergency relief and long-term international development, with a focus on women
and girls. CARE International is a confederation of fourteen National Members and four Affiliates,
each of which is an independent NGO in the country and supports CARE’s programming in ninety-five countries around the world. CARE addresses the underlying causes of poverty and social
injustices through three approaches: strengthening gender equality and women’s voice, promoting inclusive governance, and increasing resilience. CARE manages emergency response through
both existing national resilience programs and by deploying emergency specialists to provide immediate resources, rehabilitation, and sustained development in disaster situations.

Finn Church Aid (FCA)

kirkonulkomaanapu.fi/en
Finn Church Aid (FCA) is an Evangelical Lutheran faith-based Finnish NGO that works against poverty by taking a rights-based approach. Its three core thematic areas are livelihood, peace, and
education, with a focus on structural transformation to tackle the root causes of poverty and injustice. FCA has established fourteen national Programme Offices in Africa, Asia, and the Middle East.
In disaster scenarios, FCA responds with basic emergency relief efforts, including specialized care
and crisis support. It promotes reconstruction efforts that incorporate local industries to rebuild
homes, health care centers, and especially schools. However, FCA makes a particular focus to allocate funds for disaster prevention, risk mitigation, and long-term development. It also works in
advocacy for human rights both in the field and on the international level.

Habitat for Humanity International (Habitat for Humanity)

habitat.org
Habitat for Humanity International (Habitat for Humanity) is a global NGO with Christian roots that
works to build shelter and housing for individuals and communities around the world. Habitat for
Humanity International coordinates the principles, practices, and mandates of over 70 national
offices, each of which operates independently. Habitat for Humanity is most well-known for establishing affordable homeownership through new construction and renovation, using volunteers
and future homeowner sweat equity. However, it also manages a Disaster Risk Reduction and Response program, providing emergency shelter kits, shelter design and implementation expertise,
education and training, and more. Habitat for Humanity is guided by its Pathways to Permanence
strategy, ensuring that disaster shelter efforts are appropriate, collaborative, and sustainable.

HelpAge International (HelpAge)

helpage.org
HelpAge International (HelpAge) is a global NGO that works to secure the rights of older people
to lead dignified, healthy, and secure lives. It works by providing direct assistance, building the
capacity of key actors to implement older-inclusive policies, advocating for changes in policy and
practice to address the unique impact of conflict on older people, and strengthening the voice
and visibility of older people in society. HelpAge operates in over seventy-five countries on all
major continents through over twenty HelpAge hubs, and manages eleven sectors, including
disaster risk reduction and climate change, and emergencies and humanitarian crises. In conflict
and disaster situations, HelpAge International provides support to older people and works with
other aid providers to ensure that older people receive adequate and appropriate assistance.
This support includes but is not limited to cash and essential relief, healthcare and facility training
for health for older people, nutrition assistance, and work opportunities.

International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW)

ifaw.org
The International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW) is a global NGO focused on animal and planetary welfare. With fifteen offices, IFAW operates projects in all major areas of the world. In the
belief of human and animal interdependence, it runs seven focused programs: policy, landscape
conservation, wildlife rescue, community engagement, disaster response, wildlife crime, and marine conservation. IFAW’s disaster response begins with risk preparedness, working with local
communities to ensure disaster plans include caring for animals and wildlife and training responders in animal search and rescue, emergency medical care, and more. In disaster scenarios, IFAW
deploys teams through its local and national Animal Rescue Networks and works in recovery and
capacity building with post-disaster communities.

International Medical Corps

internationalmedicalcorps.org
International Medical Corps is a global NGO staffed by volunteer doctors and nurses that provides healthcare training, development programs, and emergency medical services. It views health
holistically, working in additional areas including WASH, nutrition, food security, and livelihood.
In emergency situations, International Medical Corps deploys teams of cross-trained medical and
logistic specialists within the first seventy-two hours to analyze the situation and provide necessary care. It trains members of disaster-prone communities in topics including first response, health
and WASH interventions, gender-based violence prevention and response. International Medical
Corps also offers online and in-person workshops on building individual and NGO emergency
assistance capacity. In addition to its work in more than eighty countries, International Medical
Corps partners with a variety of public and private partners to conduct research and improve
performance.

International Rescue Committee (IRC)

rescue.org
The International Rescue Committee (IRC) is an international NGO based in the United States of
America that focuses on responding to conflict and disaster. The IRC operates 191 field offices in
over thirty countries and maintains teams of emergency specialists on permanent standby ready
to deploy to new disasters within seventy-two hours. It focuses on economic well-being, education, health, empowerment, and safety, while prioritizing health care, cash distribution, and clean
water in disaster situations. The IRC also manages resettlement offices across the United States, as
well as engages in international advocacy for human rights and displaced people.
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Internews

internews.org
Internews is an international NGO that works at the intersection of technology and development
to create healthy information ecosystems and empower people with news and information. More
specifically, it prioritizes four strategic approaches to access, inclusion, content, and engagement.
With four main offices in the United States, United Kingdom, and France, as well as regional offices
in Thailand, Kenya, and Ukraine, Internews works on every major continent and in seventy-three
countries. Its six key issues are environment, health, humanitarian, gender equality, global technology, governance and transparency. Internews operates in the field of humanitarian communication to improve the technological capacity of distressed regions and connect local media, aid
providers, and local people.

Lutheran World Federation Department for World Service (LWF)

lutheranworld.org
The Department for World Service (DWS) is the humanitarian branch of the Lutheran World Federation (LWF), the international communion of 148 Lutheran churches. It serves people regardless of
religion or any other quality through community-based empowerment, a rights-based approach,
and cross-sectoral programmatic integration. The LWF works in the three sectors of disaster risk reduction and emergency preparedness and response, sustainable livelihoods, and community-led
action for justice and peace. Through regional hubs and nineteen country programs, the LWF
responds to disasters with material aid and psychosocial support, deploying national staff and
partnering with other humanitarian aid organizations.

Medair

medair.org
Medair is an international Christian-based NGO that provides emergency relief and recovery aid
and services to disaster zones, regardless of recipient faith or other qualities. Through its seven
offices in Europe and North America, Medair currently manages eleven country programs in the
Middle East, Africa, and Asia. It divides its work into three interlocking sectors: health and nutrition,
shelter, and WASH. Medair responds to emergencies with professional response teams that provide emergency relief, material aid, and cash assistance, utilizing new technology to better serve
communities. It follows with infrastructure recovery for health, agriculture, and transportation systems in addition to training in recovery and resilience.

Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC)

nrc.no
The Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC) is an independent humanitarian organization dedicated to
helping displaced people and refugees during new and protracted crises with camp management;
education; information, counseling and legal assistance; livelihoods and food security; shelter and
settlements; and WASH promotion. In its 31 countries of operation, aid is distributed along themes
of strengthening protection, preserving the environment, addressing gender issues, cash-based
interventions, and supporting youth. The NRC operates the Norwegian Capacity to International
Operations (NORCAP), which provides expertise and deploys personnel to the humanitarian sector, improving coordination and response, facilitating inter-agency projects, and promoting local
stakeholders. The NRC also manages a number of other programs, including the Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre, to monitor, report, and advocate for internally displaced people.

Plan International

plan-international.org
Plan International is an international development and humanitarian NGO working to advance
children’s rights and equality for girls. With active national offices in seventy-five countries around
the world, Plan International operates in seven sectors: education, skills and work, youth activism,
sexual health and rights, early childhood, ending violence, and emergencies. In disaster situations, the nation’s Plan International office sends out emergency response teams to coordinate
supplies and actions with local partners, humanitarian organizations, and national governments.
Plan International organizes its response around girls’ rights and needs, education in emergencies, child protection, disaster risk reduction and climate change adaptation, and cash transfers.

RedR International (RedR)

redr.org.uk
RedR International (RedR), formerly known as Register of Engineers for Disaster Relief, is an international NGO that provides training and technical support to disaster response organizations and
communities. RedR International is a coordinating federation of five RedR national organizations.
Unlike many disaster-response NGOs, RedR does not provide direct aid. Instead, RedR strengthens the humanitarian work of local, national, and international organizations by training aid
workers and local communities in best principles in humanitarian principles and practice. Beyond
training in-person and online, RedR works on a large variety of capacity-building projects to support and develop community and humanitarian organizations during disaster response, including
the Neighborhood Approach for more sustainable, adaptive aid.
Please note that this organization does not have a substantial singular international page, so the
delegate is encouraged to begin research at RedR UK, as well as glance at all other RedR organization pages (links found at redr.org).

Relief International

ri.org
Relief International is a humanitarian NGO for relief and development based in the United States,
United Kingdom, Belgium, and France. RI specializes in four core sectors: economic opportunity,
education, health, and WASH. It operates country teams in nineteen nations across Asia, Africa,
and the Middle East, supplying discipline experts to support local staff. Every project is designed
to incorporate local participation, integrated programs, partnerships, and civic skills in transparency, accountability, and open public debate. Relief International’s emergency response centers
health and WASH, while its long-term development projects focus on economic opportunity and
education.

RET International (RET)

theret.org
RET International (RET) is an international foundation determined to protect and empower young
people in conflict-affected areas and fragile environments through education, with a particular focus on the socio-economic empowerment of young women. RET stands for Relief and Resilience
through Education in Transition, the guiding principles of RET International. Currently active in
fifteen countries, RET national offices are staffed and directed by local national citizens. In a crisis situation, RET takes three main approaches: helping young people cope with emergencies,
maintaining access to quality school environments, and allowing youth to lead their communities
towards stability and development. It provides psychosocial support and training in life skills, as
well as formal and informal education and educational capacity building.
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Save the Children International (Save the Children)

savethechildren.net
Save the Children is, as the name implies, an international NGO that promotes the rights and interests of children around the world. Save the Children International brings together twenty-nine
national Save the Children member organizations around the world to coordinate international efforts. Its current strategy for 2030 is to ensure that children survive, learn, and are protected, while
prioritizing marginalized children. Save the Children operates current programs in 120 countries
around the world and responds to humanitarian emergencies by partnering with local organizations and sending in teams to deliver aid, relief, and legal services to children and families. It also
manages multiple advocacy branches that operate on national and international scales.

ShelterBox

shelterbox.org
ShelterBox is an international NGO established in the United Kingdom that provides emergency
shelter and aid for disaster-stricken populations. In crisis situations, ShelterBox sends out response
teams of staff and trained volunteers to first provide physical shelter items and community assistance, followed by training families and communities in resilience. ShelterBox operates through “a
Theory of Change” that informs the establishment of new missions through important aid criteria
and a needs-based approach. This has led to its six current missions scattered across Asia, Africa,
South America, and the Middle East.

Solidarités International

solidarites.org/en
The French NGO Solidarités International works in conflict and natural disaster areas to fulfill basic
humanitarian needs of food, shelter, and primarily water. Solidarités International has seventeen
current and ongoing national missions, with dedicated field teams based in each location. For rapid
response emergency intervention, Solidarités International maintains two emergency stocks and
a mobile unit of experts. On the ground, it distributes emergency supply kits, sets up emergency
facilities, and established sanitary measures. Beyond emergency response programs, Solidarités
International works with at-risk populations in ongoing program locations to integrate disaster risk
preparation, mitigation, and prevention into humanitarian aid programs.

Télécoms Sans Frontières (TSF)

tsfi.org
Télécoms Sans Frontières (TSF) is an international NGO that establishes emergency-response internet and communications technology in disasters. With headquarters in Washington D.C. and
London, as well as two regional offices in Thailand and Mexico, TSF emergency teams have responded to over 140 crises in more than seventy countries. TSF missions are divided into disaster
response, capacity building, education, bridging the digital divide, and protection and assistance.
Its expertises include connectivity, instant messaging and social networks, satellite communications, information, telephony, resources center, and training. TSF both develops new tools and
applies existing technology to respond to different crises as well as assist displaced and disadvantaged communities in a variety of areas.

Women’s Refugee Commission

womensrefugeecommission.org
Formerly a part of the International Rescue Committee, the Women’s Refugee Commission is a
separate international NGO specializing in research and advocacy for women, children, and youth
displaced by conflict and crisis. Its primary four issues are gender-based violence, livelihoods,

rights and justice, and sexual and reproductive health, with particular attention paid to the marginalized populations of adolescent girls, children and youth, and those with disabilities. The
Women’s Refugee Commission produces reports on these various issues, which are then transformed into manuals and tools to guide humanitarian workers in creating and implementing crisis-response and development programs. It also partners with active humanitarian organizations
to train responders and health providers using these guides.

World Animal Protection

worldanimalprotection.org
World Animal Protection is an international non-governmental animal welfare organization that
operates community projects and international advocacy for the inclusion of animals in disaster
plans, due to their importance as food, transport, and livelihoods for developing communities.
World Animal Protection has offices in fourteen countries, as well as five major regional hubs.
Its work is categorized into animals in communities, animals in farming, animals in disasters, animals in the wild, and global animal protection. World Animal Protection has disaster operations
teams that travel to disaster affected areas to provide food, water, medical care, evacuation, and
reunification to animals in need, and trains local governments and partner organizations in disaster-prone areas on animal rescue, care, and disaster management. World Animal Protection also
manages the Global Animal Network, a resource for animal welfare research and collaboration.

World Vision International (World Vision)

wvi.org
World Vision International is an evangelical NGO committed to moving children out of poverty,
regardless of faith or other qualities. It works in eighteen sectors, roughly divided into short-term
emergency relief projects, long-term sustainable community development, and policy influence
on poverty systems at all levels. World Vision emergency relief projects begin with building disaster risk reduction and management capacity in vulnerable areas, training local response
teams, providing immediate food, shelter, and protection, and often transitioning relief projects
into long-term development projects to provide transformative support to a region. It operates
through local, private, civil, and international partners, with over 1600 area programs in nearly one
hundred countries.

World Wildlife Fund (WWF)

worldwildlife.org
The World Wildlife Fund (WWF), also known as the World Wide Fund for Nature, is an international
NGO working in the fields of wilderness preservation and environmental protection. The largest
conservation organization in the world, WWF works in 100 countries on projects concerning six
areas: forests, oceans, fresh water, food, climate, and of course, wildlife. Recently, WWF has also
expanded to work in disaster recovery in countries in Asia, Africa, and South America. It partners
with humanitarian organizations, governments, and local communities to ensure environmental
sustainability through natural resource protection and redevelopment. As a part of this, WWF
helped to develop a training toolkit for environmentally responsible disaster recovery and rebuilding to support communities struck by disasters.
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